
PRESS RELEASE
CERAMIC POLISHED SUPERFORGIATA  
A new finishing for this high-performance wheel 

SUPERFORGIATA, the top-of-the-range OZ wheel with iconic appeal for fans of racing style and true 
performance, is now available in a new high-polished version.
An absolute collector’s piece, and the ultimate expression of wheel design and technology, SUPERFORGIATA 
gains further exclusivity to complement the most sophisticated automobiles when released in “CERAMIC 
POLISHED” finishing in Spring 2013.
The so-called “mirror” effect is created through the use of a special tumbling process where the wheel surface is 
smoothed by the abrasive action of ceramic spheres and tetrahedrons.  
Once again, OZ goes right to the heart of what sports enthusiasts want -- technical performance, features and 
aesthetic appeal – bringing to the table experience gained by OZ TECH LAB technicians in racing, alongside 
attention to detail and fine finishing touches that mark the genetic heritage of OZ, thanks to 40 years of history 
and development. 

SUPERFORGIATA is available in CENTRAL LOCK and 5 Holes versions, in both 19” and 20” diameters for super cars like: 
Audi RS4, RS6, R8; BMW M5, M6; Ferrari 430 Scuderia, 458 Italia; McLaren MP4, Gallardo; Nissan GT-R; 
Porsche 911 Turbo, GT2, GT3, GT3 RS and the new 991.

Like all wheels made by OZ , SUPERFORGIATA  is TÜV certified.
Always ask your tire dealer for certification of the wheels you are about 
to purchase, don’t settle for less than total safety.

SUPERFORGIATA SPEC SHEET
Type: 10 spoke, forged monobloc wheel. 
Finishing: CERAMIC POLISHED, Matt Black, Grigio Corsa  (all 
with milled lettering, after painting, on the outer rim) 
Diameter:  19”- 20” 
Production process: Forged + HLT
Materials: alloy - EN-AW 6061 UNI EN 363-3
Made in Italy 

To find out more, go to www.ozracing.com
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Size Fastening PCD ET Weight (kg)
8.5x19 5 fori 130 49 7,43
8.5x19 5 fori 130 53 7,33
10x19 5 fori 130 61 8,03
11x19 5 fori 130 45 8,80
11x19 5 fori 130 51 8,71
11x19 5 fori 130 65 8,44
12x19 5 fori 130 51 9,14
12x19 5 fori 130 68 8,87

The weights given refer only to specific applications that are indicated
on the table and are subject to a tolerance of +/- 3% 


